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LOGAN — Some knit, read the paper or chitchat with one another as they drove from one
location to the next on Thursday’s Conservation Bus Tour sponsored by Hocking Soil and
Water Conservation District.

Leaving at 7 a.m., the first stop was Rock Mill, a part of Fairfield County Parks in Lancaster.
The first mill to stand in Fairfield County at what’s now, Stebelton Park, was built in 1799 and
sat right in the gorge that was originally 35 feet deep.

The owners, Joseph Loveland and Hezekiah Smith, shortly after the completion built a general
store on the ground floor and the building stood for 21 years before the rush of heavy rain
pulled the building down.

The mill had several owners between 1824 and 1905. Christian Morehart was the owner who
rebuilt it in 1824 and it now stands five and a half stories high with a 26-foot waterwheel that
powered the mill and was in operation until 1905.

In 1991, Robert “Bob” Stebelton bought it and began restoring the mill before deciding it was
too much of a job and donated it to the park. Since then, stonework has been done on the
foundation, new siding added, wood windows and shutters were installed as well. Fairfield
County Parks are slowly, but surely, renovating the mill to its original form to preserve the
history.

After exploring the five-story building, everyone loaded up and headed off to Ada. Wilson
factory is the only active football factory left in the U.S. and they’re proud of it. To tell if your
football was made by Wilson’s factory, look for the imprinted ‘W’ on the ridges of the leather.

The first step out of 28 to complete a football is the cutting of the leather. A big “cookie
cutter” is used to make the shape of each panel on the football and then moved onto the
imprinting for the stripes and decals.

There are over 700 different logos and decals that can be used and one for each college
football team. Wilson is proud of their newest football called the GST Prime because they’ve
studied the way quarterbacks hold and throw their footballs in order to add extra stitching for
their grip.

After logos, decals and stripes are placed on the panels, it moves onto the stitching. Each
employee moved at an insanely fast pace while they laced and stitched because Wilson
employees work on an incentive program. They’re guaranteed a base rate and after that, they
get paid for making over quota.

Each day Wilson makes about 3,000 footballs, which amounts to around 750,000 per year.
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By the end of the tour, everyone seemed exhausted watching the employees work their hearts
out and traveled to the Ohio Northern University Inn for lunch.

While at ONU, an astronomy professor Dr. Bruce Johansen, who’s a professor in the
Department of Physics and Astronomy, gave a talk on the observatory.

When Dr. Johansen first started at ONU in 2002, there was no observatory and he felt strongly
about using one for educational purposes for not only the students, but the public as well.
Since its completion in 2010, there is now an astronomy club for students of any major and
Johansen does six to seven public events to educate people and children.

“I consider it a state-of-the-art campus observatory. There’s a lot of colleges and universities
that have the old-style observatory that have a hemispherical dome with a little slit in it and it
basically allows viewing for one telescope,” explained Johansen.

The advantage to their roll-off roof observatory is that you can see anything in the sky and use
multiple telescopes at the same time. Johansen mentions that there’s a little bit of light
pollution from Ada and ONU but in general it can get dark enough to see the Milky Way
Galaxy.

The observatory has three telescopes, all different sizes, and once Johansen set up the correct
placement, tourists were able to view the sun. In the telescope the sun looked like a tiny red
dot, which Johansen joked that for all they know, he could’ve put a sticker on the glass inside.

While outside at the observatory, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Dr. Vishal
Mehta, came out to speak to the group about the wind turbines in the field across the street.

ONU has three wind turbines and each one raises about 400 kilowatt of power and helps to
offset 3,300 tons of the carbon footprint. The university is not only invested in wind energy
but solar energy and combined is able to offset 20 percent of their power.

The height of each their turbines sets at 220 feet, which is small Mehta pointed out. A
commercial sized wind turbine can set at 280 feet or higher. The taller they are, the more wind
energy they’re able to capture.

Each blade, or rotor, on the turbine is designed like an aircrafts wings so that the wind can
travel faster on one side compared to the rest and can capture more speed.

Mehta mentioned a few drawbacks such as birds and bats hits, a swoosh effect (like a giant
house-fan), chunks of ice being thrown in the winter and the flicker effect.

“Flicker effect is — most of the time these guys are going to create a shadow right? So the
rays are moving and you get the shadow on the ground and that shadow, if it is coming inside
your living room or drawing room and you’re looking at it, it’s going to effect your eyes and
brains,” explained Mehta.

The payback for the amount of cost it takes to install one versus how long it takes to gain that
money back depends on the size and location, but Mehta says it’s an average of 15 years.

After talking with Dr. Mehta, it was about 3 p.m. and there was a two and a half hour drive
back home to Logan. While on the way back the staff of Hocking Soil and Water
Conservation District asked how many people had been on a tour before, more than half the
bus raised their hands.

A few of the couples have been coming on the tour for 20 years and come back every year
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because it has something different to offer each time.

The favorite portion of the day seemed to be the Wilson factory, but others, like Andrea Jones,
enjoyed every portion of the trip.

“I think it was cool starting out in the morning at Rock Mill and seeing the renovation of the
old technology of the water power of the mill and grinding and then ending up with a new
technology being the wind power. I just thought that was the coolest thing to go from where
our power once was in the late 1700s to where our power source is now and where it’s going
in the future,” said Jones.
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ONU Observatory
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Wind Turbines


